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Let A = U Ai be a filtered R-algebra, where R is a commutative ring. 
One forms the graded R-algebra @ Ai/Aiel, as an approximation of the structure 
of A. 
A is called a PoincarC algebra if the associated graded algebra is a commutative 
polynomial ring over R on generators of degree 1. 
A is called a Clifford algebra if the associated graded algebra is an exterior 
algebra over R on generators of degree 1. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a computationally oriented proof of the 
classification and existence theorems for both Poincare and Clifford algebras. 
My approach is to regard these algebras as slight perturbation of the standard 
algebras that approximate them. Further comments and examples may be found 
in the last sections. 
Usually, the basic theorems about both Poincare and Clifford algebras are not 
proved in their natural generality and they are not even mentioned in the same 
context. The two different kinds of algebras can only gain by their comparison. 
This paper is an attempt not only to generalize known results but to gain some 
insight through the comparison to the two structures. 
1. SOME IDENTITIES IN ALGEBRAS 
Let R be a commutative ring with unit 1 and let A be an associative R-algebra 
with a unit of the same name. The mapping sending r in R to r . 1 in A is an 
algebra homomorphism. Its image will be denoted by R . 1. I will simply write 
R-1 M R when this homomorphism is injective. We first will recall the formal 
identities satisfied by the bracket operation in A. 
For any two elements a and b of A, their commutator a . b - b * a is an 
element of A, which is denoted by the bracket {a, b}. 
* This work was partly supported by N.S.F. Grant No. MPS75-05578. 
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The bracket operation has the following properties, 
(a) {a, b} is an R-bilinear function on A x A with values in A, 
(b) {a, 4 = 0, 
(b’) {a, b} = -{b, 4 
(c) (1, a} = 0 = {a, l}, and 
(d) {a, (6, c}} = {{a, b), c} + {b, {a, c>} for any other element c of A. 
The last identity (d) is referred to as “Jacobi’s identity”. 
Next, we will recall further identities involving the squaring operation in A. 
For any element a of A, the square us is an element of A, which is denoted by 
Sq(u). For any pair of elements, ,a and 6, of A, we have the related expression 
a . b + b . a which gives another element of A, denoted by Sq(u, b). 
These operations satisfy the following identities. 
(e) Sq(l) = 1 and Sq(1, a) = 2~. 
(f) Sq(r . u) = r2 . Sq(u) for any Y in R. 
(g) Sq(a, b) = Sq(a + b) - Sq(4 - Sq(b). 
(h) S(u, b) is a symmetric R-bilinear function on A x A with values in A. 
(i) 2 Sq(u) = Sq(u, u). 
(d h SqW = 0. 
(k) {a, SqWl = {%(a, 4, 4-a 
(1) {a, Sq(k c)> = {Sq(a, 4, 4 + {Sq@, 4, 4. 
2. FILTERED ALGEBRAS 
A filtration of an R-algebra A is an increasing sequence A0 C A1 C ... of 
R-submodules of A such that 
(1) A equals the union u Ai, 
(2) 1 E A”, and 
(3) Ai * Aj C Af+j for each pair of numbers i and j. 
An R-algebra with a given filtration is called a filtered R-algebra. If A is a 
filtered R-algebra, any element of Ai is said to have degree <i. 
A grading of a R-algebra A is a direct sum decompsition A = A, @ A, @ ..., 
where the Ai are R-submodules of A such that 1 E A, and Ai . Aj C At, for 
each pair of numbers i and j. An element of A, in a graded algebra A is called a 
homogeneous element of degree i. 
If A = @Ai is a graded R-algebra, the formula Aj = @o(i<j Ai defines a 
filtration of A. 
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If A = lJ Ai is a filtered R-algebra, we may define an associated graded 
R-algebra Gr(A). Let Gr(A) = A0 @ Al/A” @ ... @ Ai/Ai-l @ .... One easily 
checks that the multiplication Ai x Ai -+ A”+j induces a multiplication, 
Ai/Ai-1 @ Ai,/Ai-l+ Ai+j,/Ai+j-1, which defines the R-algebra structure of 
Gr(A). 
A homomorphism 4: A + B of two filtered R-algebras is an R-algebra 
homomorphism such that #(Ai) C Bi for all i. In an obvious way such a homo- 
morphism 4 induces an associated homomorphism, Gr(#) : Gr(A) + Gr(B), of 
graded R-algebras. Clearly, Gr(#) is injective 9 I/ is injective and $-l(P) = Ai 
for all i. Also, Gr(#) is surjective 9 $ is surjective and Bi = #(At) for all i; 
B is a quotient filtered R-algebra of A. Hence, $ is an isomorphism of 
i;ered algebras * Gr($) ’ is an isomorphism of graded algebras. 
3. ASSOCIATIVE POLYNOMIALS 
Let S be a set and R be a commutative ring. Consider the set of all formal 
expressions, x r&) where (i) denotes a finite sequence (s, ,..., s,) of elements 
of 5’ and rci) is an element.of R. 
We may define an associative R-algebra structure on this set by the two rules. 
(C ‘(i)S”‘) + (1 t(i)Sti)) =C (r(i) + t(i)) Sfi) 
and 
where (i) + (j) denotes the sequence (si ,..., s, , s’i ,..., s’,) formed from the 
two sequences (i) = (s, ,..., s,) and (j) = (s’i ,..., s’,). 
The expressions C T@) are called associative power series in the variables S 
with coefficients in R. The power series 0 with zero coefficients is the neutral 
element of the algebra. 
For any sequence (i) of elements of S, the power series sti) with zero coefficients 
except for I(~) = 1 is called a monomial. If (z) is the empty sequence, then the 
monomial s(i) is the unit element 1 of the power series algebra. Further, for any 
element s of S, we may identify s with the monomial so) where (i) is the 
sequence (s). 
A power series x r@) is called an associatiwe polynomial if all but a finite 
number of the coefficients are zero. The set of associative polynomials in variables 
S with coefficients in R is a sub-algebra of the power series. Denote it by 
A. R[S]. 
Then, A. R[Sj contains 0,l and s for any element of S and is the free associative 
algebra generated by S. Also, it has an R-basis consisting of all the monomials. 
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Note that A. R[S] is naturally a graded R-algebra. The homogeneous component 
of degree r of A. R[S] has an R-basis consisting of the monomials sr *.. s, . 
4. ORDINARY POLYNOMIALS 
Let S be a set and R be a commutative ring. The free commutative ring R[S] 
generated by S with coefficients in R may be represented as the quotient 
A. R[S]/I, where I is the two-sided ideal generated by all the commutators 
{a, b} with a and b being R-linear combinations of the generators S. 
The purpose of this section is the description of R[S] in more detail as an 
associative algebra generated by S. For this description, we will assume that S 
has a fixed total ordering. The reason for giving the following detailed des- 
cription is to prepare the way for the filtered pertubation of Theorem 1 in the 
next section. 
A standard monomial s(i) in A. R[S] is a monomial s1 *.a s, where the sequence 
s1 < s2 .” < s, is non-decreasing. A standard relation is a polynomial of the 
form st .... s, {t, u}P, where sr ... s, is a standard monomial, {t, U} is the 
bracket of two generators, s(j) is an arbitrary monomial and s, < t > U. 
Let J be the R-linear span of the set of standard relations. Clearly, J Cl. 
The reverse inclusion is also true by 
THEOREM 1. The standard monomials together with the standard relations 
form a R-basis for A. R[S]. Then, s1 ... s, = s,(~) **. s,(r) plus a linear continuation 
of standard relations for any permutation o. The standard relations span the two- 
sided ideal generated by the commutators {a, b} of 1 inear combinations of generators; 
i.e., J = I. 
Proof. Assume that a sequence s, ,..., s, of generators is not non-decreasing. 
Say we have, s, < ... < sj > s~+~ . Then 
Sl *.. s, = Sl ... sj+1sj *-- s, + s, . . . Sj-l{Sj , sj+Jsj+2 ... s, 
expresses the first monomial as another one plus a standard relation. 
Repeating the above process a finite number of times, we may write any 
monomial sr ... s, as a standard monomial s,(r) ... s,(r) plus standard relations. 
This induction may be done by using the index (s, ,..., s,) = #{(i, j) 1 1 < j and 
si > sj}. The resulting formula implies the second statement. To prove the 
first statement, it remains to show linear independence. The linear independence 
follows inductively from the reduction formula as each standard relation is 
involved once and only once in the reduction of a non-standard monomial. 
To prove the last statement, consider {a, b} where a and b are linear combina- 
tions of generators. By bilinearity, {a, b} is a linear combination of the brackets 
of two generators. The exterior properties {s, s} = 0 and {s, t} = -{t, s} show 
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that any bracket {a, b} is a linear combination of standard relations {s, t> where 
s > t. 
To show that J = 1, it remains to show that S, ... s, {t, ~}s,.+i .a. S, E J, 
where the si , t and u are generators with t > U. As J is a right ideal, we may 
check the above fact by induction on r alone. If Y = 0, the above expression is 
a standard monomial. Thus, the case Y = 0 is trivial. 
Let us consider the case r = 1. We want to show that sit, u} E J where t > u. 
If s < t, the expression is a standard relation. Otherwise s > t > u. Now, one 
form of Jacobi’s identity is 
s{t, 24) = {t, u} s - (s, u} t + {s, t} u + t{s, u} - u{s, t} (*I 
This equation solves the problem because all five terms are standard monomials 
in our case. 
For the general case, let s, *.. s,{t, U> sr+r ... s, = lz. As J is a right ideal, 
the second statement of the theorem shows that the problem of proving that 
k E J does not depend on the order of the product s, ,..., s, . Thus, by definition 
of standard relations, k E J if 
for 1 <i < r. (‘) 
Therefore, we need only treat the case where s, < ... < s, > t. If one multiplies 
the equation (*) by s, ... s,-r on the left and s,+r ..* s, on the right and replaces s 
bY ST > one gets an expression for k by five terms of the same form. The first 
three terms have lower r and the last two satisfy the condition (+). Hence, we are 
finished bv induction. Q.E.D. 
The reader should note that R[S] is a graded ring which may be easily written 
down directly without the above pedantic proof. Also, all the above calculations 
involve only homogeneous polynomials of the same degree. 
5. POINCAR~ ALGEBRAS 
A filtered R-algebra A = u Ai is a Poincare’ algebra if the associated graded 
R-algebra Gr(A) is isomorphic as a graded R-algebra to a commutative poly- 
nomial ring over R, generated by homogeneous elements of degree one. In this 
section, we will determine all PoincarC algebras. 
The filtration module A0 is isomorphic to the 0th homogeneous component 
of Gr(A). Furthermore, if Gr(A) is commutative, then the bracket {a, b} of 
two element a and b of A1 must lie in Al. We can complete this remark by 
stating the pivotal 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a Poinmre’ algebra over R. Then, 
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(a) A0 = R . 1 m R, 
(b) A1 is a Lie-R-subalgebra of A under the bracket, 
(c) A0 is contained in the center of the Lie-algebra Al, 
(d) the quotient Al/A0 is a free R-module and A0 is a direct summand of A1 
as an R-module. 
The main result about Poincare algebras is the converse 
THEOREM 3. Let L be any R-Lie-algebra. Let 1 be an element of L which is 
contained in the center of L. Assume that R w R . 1 and that L/R * 1 is a free 
R-module. Then, there is a Poincare’ R-algebra A together with an isomorphism 
$: L -+ A1 of Lie-algebras such that $( 1) is the unit of A. Furthermore, the PoincarC 
algebra is determined up to unique isomorphism by 4. 
Proof. Let S be a subset of L such that S together with 1 are an R-module 
basis of L. We will identify L as an R-module with the associative polynomials 
in A. R[S] of degree f one. 
Let R(a, b) = {a, b} - [a, b] f or any pair of elements of L, where {a, b} is 
their bracket in A. R[S] and [a, b] is their Lie bracket in L. Let I be the two- 
sided ideal of A. R[S] g enerated by all the R(a, b). Let A be the quotient filtered 
R-algebra A. R[S]/I. 
By the definition of R(a, b), the natural mapping 4: L -+ A1 is a surjective 
homomorphism of R-Lie algebras taking 1 to 1. Furthermore, we have a sur- 
jective homomorphism X: R[S] + Gr(A) of graded R-algebras. If we show that x 
is injective, this will clearly imply that A is a Poincare algebra and 4 is an 
isomorphism. 
Fix a total ordering of the set S. A monomial s, ... s, is (again) called standard 
if s, < ... < s, . By Theorem 1, to show that x is injective, it is enough to see 
that the images of the standard monomials form a R-basis of A = A. R[S]/I. 
We will also find an R-basis of the ideal I by modifying the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Define a standard relation to be an element of A. R[S] which has the form 
-5 *.. s, R(t, u)s,.+l ..* s, where the si , t and u are members of S and s, < ‘.. < 
s, < t > u. The modification of theorem 1 that we need is the 
THEOREM 4. The standard monomials of degree <r together with the standard 
relations of degree <r form a R-basis of the polynomials in A. R[Sj of degree <r. 
Then, s, ... sr = sOC1) *a. s,(r) plus a linear combination of standard relations plus 
terms of degree <r for any permutation (r. The standard relations span as an 
R-module the ideal I. 
Proof. There is very little new material here that is not contained in the 
detail proof of the last section. I will try to highlight the necessary modifications. 
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First of all, in this case, the reduction formula becomes 
Sl ... s, = Sl ... sj+l sj ... s, + s, ... sjml R(Sj ) $+I) sj+z ..* s, 
+ Sl *.. Sj&j ) Sj,,] $+&I ... s, . 
The point here is to notice that the last term is a polynomial of degree <r. 
This will establish the first statements of the theorem as before. 
We next need to see that any relation R(a, b) must be a linear combinations 
of the standard relations R(t, U) for t > u, As R(, , *) is bilinear and has the 
exterior properties, R(s, s) = 0 and R(s, t) = -R(t, s). As 1 is contained in the 
center of both A. R[S] and L, R(1, a) = 0 f or any a in L. From these facts, one 
immediately deduces the above desired result. 
The last modification that we need is a substitute for the Jacobi identity: i.e., 
(4 WY 41 + it, RR(u, 4 + {u, R(s, t)} = R(s, [t, 241) + R(t, [u, s]) + R(u, [s, t]). 
By using the Jacobi identity for { , } or [ , 1, both sides of the above equation 
are equal to 
The rest of proof proceeds as before because the R( .+ , [ * , .+I) have degree at most 
two. Q.E.D. 
6. EXTERIOR ALGEBRAS 
Let S be a set and R be a commutative ring. The free exterior algebra E. R[Sj 
generated by S with coefficients in R may be defined as the quotient A. R[S]/I, 
where I is the two-sided ideal generated by the squares Sq(a) of all R-linear 
combinations a of the generators S. 
The purpose of this section is to describe the exterior algebra E. R[S] in 
more detail as an associative algebra generated by S. For this description, we will 
fix a total ordering of S. 
A monomial s, ... s, in A. R[S] is called standu~d if the sequence s, < a** < s, 
is increasing. There are two kinds of standard relations, 
and 
Sl *-* s, Sq(t)s,+r **’ s, 
Sl *** s, Sq(t, u)s,+1 *** s, , 
where s, < **- < s, < t > u. 
With these definitions, we have the 
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THEOREM 5. The standard monomials together with the standard relations 
form a basis of A. R[S]. Then, s1 ... s, = &s~(~) ... s,(,) plus a linear combination 
of standard relations for any permutation (T. Also, s1 ‘. s, equals a linear combination 
of standard relations if two of the si’s are equal. The standard relations span as 
an R-module the ideal I. 
Proof. Let (sl ,..., s,) be a sequence of generators which are not increasing. 
There is a first time that this sequence does not increase. There are two pos- 
sibilities either s1 < .* * < si = s~+~ or s1 < .. . < sj > s~+~ . 
In the first case, s1 ... s, = s1 ... s~+~ Sq(sj)sj+2 ... s, , which is a standard 
relation. In the second case, 
Sl ... s, = -s1 ... sj+1sj ... s, + Sl ... sj-1 Sq(s, , sj+&j+2 .‘. s, , 
where the last term is a standard relation. Repeating this argument, one easily 
concludes the two middle statements. Here, one may use an induction on 
index (s, ,..., s,) = #{(i, j) 1 i < j and si 3 sj}. Furthermore, the first statement 
follows from the reduction formulas by induction because each standard relation 
occurs once and only once in the reduction of a non-standard monomial. 
Let a be a linear combination of the generators S. By the quadratic properties 
of squaring, Sq(a) is a linear combination of the standard relations of the form 
Sq(s) and Sq(s, t) for s > t. Conversely, Sq(s) and Sq(s, t) are linear combinations 
of such Sq(a)‘s. Thus, the linear span 1 of the standard relations is contained 
in I. Also, to see that J = I, it will suffice to see that the expressions, k, = 
Sl . '. sv Wt)s,+z ... s, and k, = s1 ... s, Sq(t, u)s~+~ ... s, for t > u, always lie 
in J. 
We may prove that k, and k, are in J by induction on Y alone as J is a right 
ideal. Let us consider the simpliest cases when Y = 1. Let k, = s Sq(t) and 
k, = s Sq(t, u). If s < t, then k, and k, are standard monomials and there is no 
problem. If s = t > u, we use the two relations 
s Sq(s) = Sq(s)s, 
s Sq(s, u) = Sq(s, U)S + Sq(s)u - u Sq(s). 
(*) 
As all the relations on the right are standard, we have settled these cases. If 
s > t > u, we have to use the relations 
s Sq(t) = Sq(t)s + Sq(s, t>t - t Sq(s, t), 
s Sq(t, u) = Sq(t, u)s + Sq(s, u)t - t Sq(s, u) + Sq(s, t)u - 24 Sq(s, t). 
(*) 
These cases are settled for the same reason. 
For the general k, and k, , the second statement of the theorem shows that 
the problem of showing that the ki are in / is independent of the order of the 
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product s, .** s, . By the third statement, there is no problem if we have a 
repeated factor in s, ... s, as J is a right ideal. Moreover, by using the definition 
of standard relations, we can conclude that ki E J if 
Si < t for 1 <i < r. (‘1 
It remains to prove that ki E J when s, < *.* < s, 2 t > u. In the starred 
relations replace s by s, and multiply by s1 ... s,-r on the left and by s,+~ .*. s, 
on the right. Lastly, one checks that these relations express k, and k, as expression 
of the same form which have smaller r or satisfy the conditions (+). The proof 
is finished. Q.E.D. 
The reader should note that the ring E. R[S] is naturally graded and that the 
above proof respects the degrees of the homogeneous polynomials which it 
involves. 
7. CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS 
A filtered R-algebra A = u Ai is a Clz#ord algebra if the associated graded 
R-algebra Gr(A) is isomorphic as a graded R-algebra to the free exterior R- 
algebra, generated by homogeneous elements of degree one. In this section, 
we will determine all Clifford algebras. 
Assume that A = u Ai is a Clifford algebra. Then, A0 = R.l w R and 
Al/A0 is a free R-module. The essential thing to remember about a Clifford 
algebra is that the squaring operations takes A1 into Al. The following notation 
has been introduced to clarify the properties of the mapping Sq: A1 + A1 of 
our Clifford algebra. 
A quadratic endomorph&n T of an R-module V with identity 1 is a mapping 
T: V -+ V and an element 1 of V such that 
(a) T(r . v) = r2T(v), 
(b) T(u, v) = T(u + TI) - T(u) - T( w is a symmetric R-bilinear mapping ) 
vxv+v, 
(c) T(1) = 1 and T(l, V) = 2a, 
(4 h WN = O(K), 
(e> fu, T(4) = (T(u, w), w> (K), 
(f) {u, T(v, 4 = G”(u, w),4 + V(ut 4, 4 (K), 
for arbitrary u, w and w E V and r E R. The last three congruences have the 
following meaning. K denotes the R-submodule of V 8s V, which is generated 
by all the expressions 1 @ w - w @ 1 and w @ w - T(w) @ 1. In the congruences 
for any pair, u and w, of element of V, the element II @ v - w @ u of V OR V is 
abbreviated by {u, w}. 
481/52/2-18 
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We can now state 
THEOREM 6. If A is a Cliflord algebra, then Sq: A1 + A1 is a quadratic 
endomorphism with identity 1. Conversely, given any quadratic endomorphism T 
of a R-module V with identity 1 such that R w R.l and V/R.1 is a free R-module, 
there is an essentially unique Clr$ord algebra A containing V such that V = Al, 
1 is the unit of A and Sq = T on V. 
Proof. Let A be a Clifford algebra. To understand why Sq: A1 - A1 is 
a quadratic endomorphism, the key point is the realization that the submodule 
K C A1 @ A1 in the above definition is exactly the kernel, Ker, of the multiplica- 
tion A1 @ A1 + AZ. Evidently, KC Ker. On the other hand, we may use the 
exact commutative diagram, 
0 0 0 
1 
0 + Ker, 
1 1 
C Ker ---f Ker, -+ 0 
1 1 1 
O~A1~Ao+Ao~A1~A1~A1~A1/AO~A1/Ao~O 
1 1 1 
0-A’ + A2 -+ A2/A1 -+ 0 
to determine Ker. As Gr(A) is an exterior algebra, Kerr is spanned by the 
v@l-1~vandKer,isspannedbytheimageofv@v-Sqw@l (or, 
what is the same, the image of v @ v), where w is any element of A1 (see the 
theorem 5). This shows that K = Ker. Thence, the required properties of Sq 
follow from the identities of Section 1 for the algebra A. 
To show the converse, let S be totally ordered set of elements of V such 
that S and 1 form an R-basis of V. We may identify V as an R-module with 
the associative polynomials in A. R[S], of degree <l. Let I be the two-sided 
ideal of A. R[S], generated by the relations, R(w) = v @ v - T(w) for every w 
in V. Let A denote the quotient filtered algebra A. R[S]/I. I claim that A is a 
Clifford algebra and the induced mapping, V+ Al, is an isomorphism of 
R-modules. This claim implies that (V, T, 1) w (Al, Sq, 1) as quadratic 
endomorphisms with identities by the relation R( *). Clearly, A is the essential 
unique solution to the problem. 
To prove the claim, we will prove a stronger result analogous to the last 
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theorem. First, we need to have some definitions. For each pair t and u of 
elements of V, let 
R(t, 24) EE R(t + u) - R(t) - R(u) = t 0 u + u 0 t - qt, 4. 
A monomial sr ... s, is standard if s1 < ... < s, . A standard relation has either 
of the two forms, 
or 
Sl ... S,R(t)S,+l ... s, 
$1 **. s+R(t, u)sr+l .-* s, ) 
where s1 < *a. < s, < t > u. With these definitions, we may state 
THEOREM 7. The standard monomials of degree <n together with the standard 
relations of degrees <n form an R-basis of the associative polynomials of degree 
<n in A. R[SJ Then, s1 ... s, = &so(l) ... s,(,) plus a linear combination of 
standard relations plus terms of degree <Y. Moreover, s1 ... s, equals a linear 
combination of standard relations plus terms of degree <I if two of the si are the 
same. The standard relations spans as an R-module the ideal I. 
Proof. We will concentrate on explaining the differences between this and 
the last proof. For the first three statements, one uses the two reduction formulas, 
and 
Sl ... s, = s1 ... s~-~R(s,)s~+~ a.. s, + s1 ... s~-~T(s~)s~+~ ... s, 
Sl ..a s, = - s1 ... s~+~s~ ... s, + s, +.. siMIR(sj, s~+Js~+~ ... s, 
+ Sl 1.. sjvl T(sj , s~+Js~+~ ..a s, . 
The only point is that the degree of the new last terms is <Y. 
Next, one notes that R(Yv) = r2R(v), R(u, v) is symmetric and R-bilinear 
in u and v, and R(1) = 0 = R( 1, v). F rom these facts, one concludes that the 
R-span of the R(v) is the same as the R-span of the standard relation R(s) and 
R(s, t) for s > t. Call this linear span I, . 
The only remaining detail is making an appropriate substitution for the 
starred relations. By the identities satisfied by Sq in A. R[S] and T in V, we 
have the appropriate substitutes, 
{s, R(s)1 = 0 (I,), 
G, R(s, 4 = VW, 4 (I,), 
{s, R(t, u)> ={R(s, u>> t  + {@a 4, 4 (I,). 
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This shows that the previous starred relation between polynomials of degree 3 
may be modified in degrees t3 to give new starred relations. The rest of the 
proof is the same as before. Q.E.D. 
8. EXAMPLES OF POINCAR~ ALGEBRAS 
The classical examples of Poincare algebras were introduced by Poincare [5] 
to understand how the group law of a (local) Lie group is determined by its 
Lie algebra. The Poincare algebra in this case is an algebra of differential 
operators on the Lie group. These particular Poincare algebras are called the 
universal enveloping algebras. 
Given a Lie algebra L’, one may construct its universal enveloping algebra 
U(L’) as follows. Let L be the Lie algebra direct sum, R.1 @L’. The PoincarC 
algebra of the Lie algebra L with marked element (1,O) is U(L’). Thus, Theorem 
3 of this paper is a generalization of the well-known theorem of Poincare’ 
(BirkoffWitt) [2,3,6] on universal enveloping algebras. The universal enveloping 
algebras are precisely the augmented Poincare algebras. 
Another example of PoincarC algebras are called Weyl algebras [4]. They are 
useful in studying some aspects of the Heisenberg commutation relations of 
quantum mechanics. I will recall their definition below. Let A(Z, , 1,) be an 
alternating R-valued bilinear form on a free R-module L’. Using A, one may 
construct a two step nilpotent Lie algebra. Let L = R.l @L’. Define the Lie 
bracket in L by the formula, [(ol, Zr), (p, ZJ] = (A(& , I,), 0). It is trivial to 
check that the operation gives L the structure of a Lie algebra such that (1,0) is 
contained in the center. The Poincare algebra associated to L and (1,0) is 
called the Weyl algebra of the alternating form A. 
I will finish this section by some further remarks about the category of 
Poincare algebras. Let 4: A + B be an R-homomorphism of filtered algebras 
between two Poincare algebras. Then, $ induces an R-Lie algebra homomorphism 
#l: A1 - B1 such that @( 1) = 1. One notes that @ completely determines #, 
that I+F may be an arbitrary such mapping, and that #’ is an isomorphism if and 
only if fi is an isomorphism. 
Given two filtered R-algebra A and B, one defines their tensor product 
A @ RB which is an R-algebra with the filtration 
(A @I RB)p = c Ai @ Bj. 
i+j=k 
This is the smallest filtration such that the natural homomorphisms A -+ A @ RB 
and B - A @ RB are homomorphisms of filtered algebras. 
The tensor product A @ RB of two Poincare algebras A and B is again a 
Poincare algebra. Let Al c Bl denotes the R-Lie-algebra, A1 @ B1 module the 
ideal generated by (1, -1). Then, Al * Bl is an R-Lie-algebra with a marked 
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point (1,O) = (0, I) in its center. Clearly, the pointed Lie-algebra (A @ RR)1 
is naturally isomorphic to A1 * B1. 
9. EXAMPLES OF CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS 
The classical examples of Clifford algebras are important for the study of 
quadratic forms. Before 1 explain the classical case, I want to define a little more 
general Clifford algebra. After that, I will discuss briefly further aspects of the 
theory of Clifford algebras. 
Let Q be a quadratic form on a R-module V with a marked point 1 such that 
Q(1) = 1. Let Q(u, w) = Q(u + V) - Q(U) - Q(V) be the associated bilinear 
form. Set T(w) = Q(o, 1) . v - Q(V) . 1 for any v in V. We have the equation, 
T(u, w) = Q(u, 1) . v + Q(v, 1) . u - Q(u, V) . 1. It is trivial to check that 
T: V + V is a quadratic endomorphism of V with the identity 1. 
If, in addition, R M R.l and V/R.1 is a free R-module, then, by theorem 6, 
we have a Clifford algebra A associated to (V, 1, Q). Call these Clifford algebras 
ordinary Clifford algebras. The classical ClifJbrd algebra is an ordinary Clifford 
algebra associated with an R-module of the form R.l @ V’, the identity (1,O) 
and the quadratic form Q((r, v’)) = r2 + Q’(D’) where Q’ is a quadratic form 
on V’. These classical Clifford algebras are exactly the Clifford algebras A 
with a Z/2Z-grading, A = A, ~3 A, such that A, n A1 = R.1. A proof of 
Theorem 6 for classical Clifford algebras may be found in [l]. 
If one attempts an analysis of the conditions in the definition of quadratic 
endomorphisms, one easily discovers the following implications: (b) * twice (a); 
(b) + (4 => (f); (4 + (b) + (4 3 t wice (e); (a) + (e) * (d); (a) + (f) => 
twice (e). Thus, if we have no 2-torsion in V and V @ V/K, the conditions 
(b), (c) and (d) imply all the others. 
One should also note that the congruence conditions, (d), (e) and (f) only 
involve elements s in V @ V such that T(S) = -s, where 7: V @ V---f V @ V 
is the twist which exchanges the two factors. Thus, the congruences must be 
true modulo K’ = (K E K j 7(k) = --K}. Clearly, K’ contains the R-module K” 
generated by the element of K of the form 1 @ z, - v @ 1. As 2k’ = Iz’ - T(K) 
for any K’ in K’, 2K’ = 2K” because the other generators ZI @ o - T(v) of K 
are invariant under T. Thus, if V @ V has no 2-torsion, K” = K’ and the 
congruences (d), (e) and (f) remain valid module KY”. 
The reason, that I brought up the last point, is that it can be used to show 
that a Clifford algebra must be ordinary if there is no 2-torsion involved. In fact, 
using the congruence modulo K”, one may check that, if R.l M R and V/R.1 is 
free, then any quadratic transformation must have the above form, T(v) = 
Q(w, 1) . ZI - Q(V) . 1. 
For the sake of completeness, I should give a method to construct some 
extraordinary Clifford algebras. Let R be a field of characteristic two. Let S be 
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any set and, for each sin S, let o, be a linear polynomial in R[S].The commutative 
filtered quotient, R[S]/(s” + os), is a Clifford algebra. If these Clifford algebras 
are to have any chance to be ordinary, at least all the o, must have the form 
rl + r2s, which is not the case in general. 
10. COMMENTS 
TO put the above raw calculations in better perspective, the reader should 
be informed of a more general approach. Let A be a filtered R-algebra and I be 
a two-sided ideal of A. Then, I inherits the filtration I = (J Ii from the 
filtration of A, where Ii = I n Ai. We may define the two-sided ideal, Gr(I) = 
Io+p/]o+ . . . +p/p1+ . . . of Gr(A). Clearly, the ideal Gr(I) is the kernel 
of the graded homomorphism, Gr(A) -+ Gr(A/I), where A/I has been given 
the quotient filtration. 
One may contemplate the problem of determining all possible ideals I of A, 
which have a given graded approximation, Gr(I), in Gr(A). There is also a 
related problem of actually determining the ideal Gr(I) from a knowledge of I. 
I will only discuss the first problem. 
Assume that we are looking for a particular two-sided ideal I in A such that 
J = Gr(I), where J is a fixed homogeneous two-sided ideal in Gr(A). Letj, be 
a set of homogeneous elements of J of degree n, . If I is any solution to our 
problem, we must have some element i, of Ana n I, which represents j, . We 
will fix a particular choice of elements i, of Ano, which represent j, , for further 
examination. 
Before I state the next lemma, I need to make some definitions. A finite form 
C ale . ik . /=L is called an elementary expression in the i of degree <n, if each 
il, = iOlr) for some o(k) and ollc E Ask and & E Abr, where ak + n,(,) + b, < n 
for each K. Clearly, any elementary expression of degree <n yields an element of 
In = A” n I, where I now denotes the two-sided ideal generated by the i, . 
The elements En of In represented by elementary expressions of degree <n 
forms a I?-submodule. Clearly, I = (J En and In 3 En 3 En-l. 
The next lemma shows how these definitions are related to our problem. 
LEMMA 8. Assume that J is the two-sided Gr(A) ideal generated by the 
j,, = i, + Ana-l. Then, any homogeneous element of J of degree n is represented 
by an element of En. Furthermore, Gr(I) = J if and only if En = In for all n. 
The first statement is evident. Moreover, the mapping In --+ Gr(I), takes En 
n onto J,, and has kernel I - l. Clearly, if I?*-r = P-1, then En = In 9 J,, = 
Gr(I), . This argument gives the second statement by induction on n. 
The above lemma does not give an effective solution to our problem. For the 
rest of the discussion, we will assume that J is the two-sided ideal of Gr(A) 
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generated by the j, . To get an inkling of the real solution of our problem, one 
should rewrite the lemma in the form 
LEMMA 9. Gr(I) = J + En n Aa-1 = En-l for all n. 
Proof. By the other lemma, Gr(I) = J 3 En-l = In-l = In n An-l = 
En n An-l. Conversely, any element a E In is contained in A” and En+d for 
some number d; i.e., a E En+d n A*. If d is positive, En+d n A” C En+d n 
An+&-1 = En+a-l by the condition on the E’s. Therefore, a E Entd ti a E En+d-l 
if d > 0. So, In = En. Thus, Gr(I) = J by the other lemma. Q.E.D. 
We summarize the previous discussion in a useful way in 
PROPOSITION 10. A necessary and su$icient condition for the equality 
Gr(I) = J is that, for all elementary expressions C 01~ , ik . /& of degree <n, 
C G, . jk . & in Gr(A), iszerooCol,i,~,=Cy;i;S,inAwhereCy;i;6, 
is an elementary expression of degree < n - 1. 
This proposition says that, if we want Gr(I) = J, we must be able to lift 
the syzygy, C 5, . jk . /$ = 0, in Gr(A) to a syzygy, C elk . ik . plc + C y7 . ir . 
6, = 0, in A. Of course, it is only necessary to know that we may do the lifting 
for fundamental homogeneous syzygies which generate the two-sided Gr(A)- 
module of syzygies. 
Given two elements a, and a2 of a ring A, then any expression a, . (b . az) - 
(al . b) . a2 is a banul syzygy between a, and a, for any element b of A. If one 
consults the proofs of Theorems 1 and 5, one finds that they show that the 
module of syzygies between the generators of the ideals I isgenerated by the identities 
of the$rst sections plus banal syzygies. One may deduce Theorems 3 and 6 by the 
discussion of this section because their assumptions say that we can lift the 
generators of I together with the non-banal syzygies between them because 
banal syzygies always lift. 
We have seen that the non-banal or non-linear syzygies in these cases arise 
from the possibilities of reducing a decreasing monomial to standard form several 
different ways. One may ask if higher-order syzygies all arise from a generalization 
of the last statement. 
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